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A large graphic area with a three-dimensional image of the workpiece is . Program Structure One of the basic principles of software
development work is to create a structure. As a rule, the structure depends on the general needs of the program and on the scope: CRM,

accounting software, office applications, etc.In a particular situation, it will depend not only on the structure, but also on the style of
implementation, for example, an interior design program. Examples of structures in real software products: For example, we execute the

following structure (which is used quite rarely, mainly for visual representation of processes): In this example, the distribution of powers and
RAM will look like this: Key tasks: CRM-system (sales, advertising, trade management) Microsoft Office (various application programs,
general purpose programs: Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, Outlook, etc.) General purpose programs The absolute principle of the

structure is "don't worry about it" when designing a program, it should look something like this. Choose what you like. This has two
limitations: 1. When highlighting an area, do not forget about the basic functionality. 2. Emphasize features. As an example, consider this

structure and unfortunately, there are not even pictures: For example, let's execute one more structure: What best reflects the degree of
integration of programs and gives more concentration on work? My answer is a classic structure - where everyone requires their own

specialization and whose tasks you donâ€™t give a damn Content Your content must be one of three layers, so specify this at the very
beginning of creating a software product: If the program is primarily intended for sale, then the content will be an active field, which is much
better than copy-pasting text from a book. And of course, the content must be functional so as not to overload it, which is clearly seen in the

example: Task in Excel: Program for working with tabular information Operations:
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